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Frank Kosinski, patriarch of the Kosinski family.......................Ray Jivoff*
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Gabby Nimwitz, Frank’s middle daughter ...............................Anna Cline
Cordy Kosinski, Frank’s youngest daughter .....................Jamie Mercado
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Dad’s Season Tickets Musical Numbers  
ACT ONE

When You Live in Green Bay .............................................................Company
When the Packers Play ........................................................Frank & Company
Game Day at Our House ....................................................................Company
Football Is Like Love ............................................. Ralph, Rhonda & Company
A Family Once More .................................................................................Frank
You Think You Know a Person .............................................................. Gabby
Two Sides to Every Story ....................................................................... Cordy
December 25th....................................................................................Company
They Oughta Be Mine  .......................................... Gabby, Rhonda & Company

ACT TWO
What Do You Do with a Bye Week? ..................................................Company
Reprise: Football Is Like Love  ............................ Rhonda, Ralph & Company
Rhonda Sees Lambeau ........................................................................ Rhonda
Frank Remembers ....................................................................................Frank
My True Colors ........................................................ Edgar, Gabby & Company
Why Did I Ever Have Children?  ..............................................................Frank
Here We Are  ...............................................................Rhonda, Gabby & Cordy
I Love You More Than Football  ........................................................Company

A musical comedy celebrating family, folly and football. Which of Frank’s three daughters will inherit his treasured season tickets? 
The Kosinski sisters employ every trick in the playbook. From kick off to the final Hail Mary, it’s anyone’s game. To reach the end 
zone, our home team must first relearn that family isn’t everything; it’s the only thing.

Cover Photo by Len Villano features Chase Stoeger, Ray Jivoff, Doug Mancheski, Anna Cline, Jamie Mercado, Kelly Doherty.

Dad’s Season Tickets is funded in part by a grant from the Green Bay Packers Foundation.
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Season Tickets
Though Packers Season Tickets had been available for purchase since the Lambeau era, it wasn’t 
until Vince Lombardi rejuvenated interest in the franchise that they became a prized commodity. 

Beginning with the 1960 season, enough season tickets were sold to fill every seat in “New City Field” 
(later dubbed Lambeau Field after the death of the team founder in 1965), and since that year, there 

has never been an unsold seat to a Packer home game in Green Bay. However, in order to remain 
financially viable as a franchise, the Packers played several “home” games every season in Milwaukee, 

first at the State Fair Grounds beginning in 1934 and later at Milwaukee County Stadium until 1994 
when team President Bob Harlan announced that all Packer home games would be played in Green 

Bay. As a courtesy to the Milwaukee-based season ticket holders, an exclusive season ticket package 
was created, offering those fans tickets to one pre-season and two regular season games per season. 
This became known as the “Gold” package, while Green Bay-based full-season ticket holder packages 
became known as the “Green” package. There are currently over 100,000 names on the waiting list to 

purchase Season Tickets, resulting in an estimated waiting period of over 30 years.

Vince Lombardi once said that the three most important things in life are: faith, 
family, and the Green Bay Packers. Religious affiliation not-withstanding, the 
legendary coach seemed to have prophetically described pretty much every 
Wisconsinite since about 1960.

I don’t usually have a goal in mind when I start writing a show; I just want to tell a 
good story. But when I settled on the idea of writing a show about Packers season 
tickets, I realized that I had a unique opportunity to try to bridge the seemingly 
insurmountable gap between my two life-long loves: sports and the performing arts.

I became an avid Packer fan in middle school, long before I got involved in theater. But I didn’t fully 
understand the Packer Mystique until much later in life. There is something undeniably special, 
something undeniably WISCONSIN about the Green Bay Packers: the team’s mythically humble 
beginnings; their years of peerless success…and mind-boggling mediocrity; the fact that they are the only 
publicly owned franchise in all of professional sports. Add in the legendary aura of Lambeau Field and you 
have a nearly 30-year waiting list to buy Packer Season Tickets. Love ’em or hate ’em, just about everyone 
in our state has some connection to the Green and Gold.

So how do you bring all of that into the world of musical theater? The clue was hiding in Lombardi’s 
famous quote: family. Everyone has one, and, much like the Packers, nearly everyone has had mixed 
feelings about their family. But no matter what, they are always there. So I drew inspiration from my 
own extended bloodline when creating the Kosinski family in Dad’s Season Tickets. But I tried to create 
characters that were recognizable and relatable to everyone, especially in their foibles and shortcomings. 
It is my sincere hope that anyone who sees this show, regardless of how they feel about the Packers (or 
professional sports in general), will be able to say that for one brief, shining moment theater lovers and 
sports fans could come together under the same roof and play nice. Only in Wisconsin. Go Pack Go!

From the Author – Matt Zembrowski
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From Lear to Lombardi:
How Shakespeare and the Packers inspired “Dad’s Season Tickets”

Considered to be one of the greatest and most enduring dramatic tragedies of all time, William Shakespeare’s 
King Lear is unique in the classic theater cannon as it offers a towering leading role to an actor of advanced 
age. Great actors in every age have tried their hand at this gargantuan part, including Edmund Kean, Henry 
Irving, David Garrick, Laurence Olivier, Ian Holm, Paul Scofield, Geoffrey Rush, Christopher Plummer, and 
even Glenda Jackson in a recent Broadway revival.

The story revolves around an aging monarch (Lear) of a fictional kingdom who calls his 
three daughters (Regan, Gonneril, and Cordelia) to him and, in exchange of a pledge 
of their love for him, divides his kingdom amongst them. Things do not go according 
to Lear’s plan when his youngest daughter Cordelia refuses to partake in his vanity 
project and is disinherited. The intrigue and backstabbing that follow ultimately cause 
the downfall of most of the principal players.

How does this relate to 1990s Green Bay? An interview with the show’s creator, Matt Zembrowski, follows.

Northern Sky Theater (NorSky): So how did a seventeenth century tragedy inspire a musical comedy about 
Green Bay Packer Season Tickets?

Matt Zembrowski (Matt): As a writer, you never know how or when inspiration is going to strike. I was watching 
a DVD of Ian Holm’s production of Lear several years ago, right around the time I was toying with the idea of 
writing a show about Packers Season Tickets when the idea clicked. I quickly devised a story about an old 
man (named Frank, after my wife’s grandfather Frank Nappe) who decides to draw up a new will and must 
name one of his three daughters as the recipient of his treasured Packer season tickets. It just seemed to 
make sense, despite the seemingly disconnected subject matter.

NorSky: What are the similarities between King Lear and Dad’s Season Tickets?

Matt: Obviously the basic premise of an aging patriarch deciding which of his daughters will inherit his 
“kingdom” is a primary similarity. The daughters names are all derivatives of the characters in Lear (Regan 
becomes “Rhonda” in Dad’s Season Tickets, Gonneril becomes “Gabby”, and Cordelia retains her name, 
though she goes by “Cordy” for short.) Another character are also takes his name from Lear: Gabby’s husband 
Edgar is named after one of Lear’s principal characters. And in Lear, the title character eventually loses his 
mind after experiencing an incredible heartbreak brought on by his daughters, and Frank gets a similar 
moment in Dad’s Season Tickets when all hope seems to be lost and he questions his own sanity. But in this 
version, it is (I hope) quite funny. But that is where the overt similarities really end. However, I was recently 
made aware of an alternate version of Lear (called “The History of King Lear” adapted by Nahum Tate) which 
was performed almost exclusively starting in the late 1600s through the 19th century, which featured a 
happy ending. So maybe there are more similarities between Dad’s Season Tickets and that version than 
Shakespeare’s original!

NorSky: Explain the setting of the show. Why is it set in 1996?

Matt: The Packers, as a franchise, had been in the midst of an incredible string of disappointing seasons, 
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and yet the fans had - for the most part - remained loyal, selling out every game even in the worst of seasons. 
Green Bay had only been to the playoffs three times between the end of the Lombardi era and the start 
of Mike Holmgren’s tenure, and never advancing very far. So when Holmgren came around and Ron Wolf 
brought in Brett Favre and Reggie White and a number of other exceptionally talented players, Green Bay’s 
reputation as a winning football town had been all but erased. And truthfully, there was very little expectation 
with Holmgren. He had never been a head coach at any level, and he was from California. But the combination 
of his offensive-minded expertise and the Packers’ willingness to bring in top notch talent, the recipe was 
right for a renaissance of Titletown. So when the 1996 season came around, the city of Green Bay and it’s 
fans were STARVING for a winner, and when it actually came true, it led to a complete revitalization of the city 
and the franchise. So it was a very special time for Packer fans, myself included.

NorSky: How did you become interested in football and the Packers?

Matt: I was a quiet kid. I kept mostly to myself and was not terribly athletic. But I also possessed a desire to 
excel at whatever I did. So when some of my fifth grade classmates came to me and told me they needed 
another player to field a softball team, I was flattered by the attention and decided to give it a try. I fell head 
over heels in love with baseball, and dedicated a good portion of my youth to it. But needed something to 
pass the time in the “off season” when baseball playing was not practical. So I “discovered” the Packers in 
1995 just at they were making their ascent to the top of the NFL and have been a fan ever since. Though I 
never played organized football, I am a great fan of the sport.

NorSky: So why a musical? Theater and sports rarely go together successfully.

Matt: Coming from the world of sports, I was something of a fish out of water when I started looking into 
theater as a hobby and ultimately a profession. But I instantly recognized the similarities: both require 
extreme dedication and commitment, as well as physical stamina and training. Both are “team” endeavors 
(even one-person shows require a great number of people seen and unseen to bring it to the stage), and 
both require spectators to bring their products to their fullest life. I have spent over ten years working in high 
school theater where there is an “us vs. them” sort of mentality when it comes to program funding, “jocks” 
vs. “theater nerds”, etc. But I’ve encouraged crossover from the start, and in fact, many of my most talented 
performers over the years also participated in some organized sport as well (which tends to create major 
scheduling headaches!) So I considered this show to be something of a challenge, as well as an opportunity 
to present a personal reflection of who I am. I intentionally set out to create a show with a broad appeal. The 
stereotype of the beleaguered spouse being dragged to a show by their partner is one that still persists, and 
it was my sincere hope to write a show for both parties. At it’s heart, the show is about a family struggling to 
regain their identity, wrapped up inside of this all-encompassing tribute to the great fans of the Green Bay 
Packer franchise. In fact, a great deal of historical football is presented throughout the show, in addition to 
passing references to countless players past and present.

NorSky: Do you have Packer Season Tickets?

Matt: No, but my father in law does. He has a “Gold Package,” which was offered to Milwaukee fans after 
the team stopped playing at County Stadium and began playing exclusively in Green Bay. He is the reason I 
went to my first ever game at Lambeau a few years ago! The moment when Rhonda goes to her first game at 
Lambeau is very much inspired by my first experience watching a game in Green Bay. (As a footnote, Rhonda 
and Ralph’s last name in the show, Kafura, is in honor of the man who sold my father in law his season 
tickets, John Kafura.)
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A Brief History of 
Green Bay and Its Packers

The Green Bay Packers were founded in 1919 by Earl “Curly” Lambeau, a 
native son and college football standout at Notre Dame; and George Whitney 
Calhoun, a sportswriter for the Green Bay Press Gazette. Lambeau was an 
employee of the Indian Packing Company, and he convinced his employer to 
sponsor the team for $500. After two seasons of playing against other local 
teams across Wisconsin, Lambeau and Calhoun became a member of the 
newly formed National Football League and found new sponsorship with the 
ACME Packing Company.

Throughout their first several seasons, the Packers were constantly in 
financial trouble. In fact, Lambeau and Calhoun were forced to forfeit their 
NFL status after the 1921 season, but were able to reorganize and gained 
re-admittance to the league before the start of the 1922 season thanks to the generosity of the community 
and local businesses. Playing primarily in a vacant lots and several public parks, “City Field” was built in time 
for the 1925 season, and remained the Packers’ home until 1957 when “New City Field” was built. (“Old” 
City Field still stands as the home field of the Green Bay East High School Red Devils.)

Lambeau revolutionized the sport thanks to his embrace of the passing game (prior to Lambeau, football 
had primarily been a running game). Lambeau led the Packers to NFL Championships in 1920, 1930, 1931, 
1936, 1939 and 1944. Despite their success on the field, financial stability was never a hallmark of the 
franchise, which nearly went bankrupt several times. This eventually led to the first sale of stock in the team 
in 1935, making the Packers the first (and to this day only) non-profit publicly owned major sports team in 
America.

Lambeau’s tenure with the Packers was fraught with tension. Many in the community viewed his sudden 
celebrity status as proof that he had “gone Hollywood,” and eventually he left franchise and the city after the 
1949 season somewhat disgraced with the team in near ruins. Though the team eventually found themselves 
on stable financial footing, the on-field product for the next decade was anything but a success. The entire 
franchise, and some would argue the city, would experience a remarkable turnaround with the hiring of Vince 
Lombardi.

Vince Lombardi signed with the team after a disastrous 1958 season and 
immediately brought a discipline and professionalism to the franchise that 
had been sorely lacking since Lambeau’s departure. As hated as he was 
loved by his players, his training methods became legend almost instantly 
and the Packers became winners both on and off the field. Lombardi’s 
remarkable tenure of success culminated in five NFL Championship teams, 
including victories in the first two Super Bowls. But the Lombardi-led Packers 
cemented legendary status by participating in what is widely considered the 
most famous pro football game of all time. Despite a temperature at the 
opening kickoff of -14 below zero, Lombardi and quarterback Bart Starr led 
the Packers to a last-second NFC Championship against the Dallas Cowboys 
in what became known as the “Ice Bowl” on December 31, 1967.

Curly Lambeau

Vince Lombardi
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Lombardi’s time in Green Bay was cut short due to illness and following one season as head coach of 
the Washington Redskins, Lombardi died at the age of 57 of colon cancer. What followed was a string of 
mediocre teams led by sub-par head coaches. Lombardi’s record in Green Bay over nine seasons was 89-29-
4. Phil Bengston, Dan Devine, Bart Starr, Forrest Gregg and Lindy Infante would combine for only 146 wins 
over the next three decades.

It wasn’t until the Packers hired Mike Holmgren to be their head coach in 
1993 that there was any hope of fielding a consistent winner. Holmgren 
and his team, led by quarterback Brett Favre and the “Minister of Defense” 
Reggie White, brought a new vitality to the franchise and the city, culminating 
in a victory in Super Bowl XXXI, Green Bay’s first NFL Championship in 29 
years. The Packers remained a highly successful franchise in the years the 
followed Holmgren’s departure, but did not see a championship team until 
2011, when head coach Mike McCarthy and quarterback Aaron Rodgers led 
the team to victory in Super Bowl XLV. As of the 2018 season, the Packers 
have achieved a record 13 World Championships, all while playing in the 
smallest market of any major sports franchise.

Who’s Who:
A guide to the legendary Green Bay Packer 

players and coaches mentioned in the show
Don Beebe: Packers Receiver 1996-1997. Despite 
his less-than-imposing stature (5’11”, 185 lbs) 
Beebe endeared himself to Packers fans with his 
scrappy, hard-nosed play during his two seasons 
with the Packers. He finally won the Super Bowl with 
the Packers after being a part of FOUR consecutive 
Super Bowl losses with the Buffalo Bills.

Phil Bengston: Packers Head Coach 1968-1970. 
Served as Vince Lombardi’s Defensive Coordinator 
and was named Lombardi’s successor following 
the 1968 season. Due to his laid back approach to 
coaching, coupled with a general decline in Packers 
on-field personnel, Bengtson’s three seasons as 
head coach were considered a failure and he was 
relieved of his duties after the 1970 season.

Edgar Bennett: Packers Running Back 1992-1997. 
Went on to serve as a coach for the Packers 2005-
2017. A member of the Packers Hall of Fame.

Gilbert Brown: Packers Nose Tackle 1993-2003. 
One of the best (and biggest) defenders of his time, 
his nickname was “The Gravedigger”, derived from 
his trademark field celebration. Perhaps best known 
as the namesake of the “Gilbertburger” (a double 
Whopper with extra cheese and no pickles), offered 
at Burger Kings throughout Wisconsin during the 
late 90s Packers franchise revival.

Le Roy Butler: Packers Safety, 1990-2001. Generally 
regarded as one of the most inspirational players 
ever to play in the NFL, Butler was confined to a 
wheelchair as a child and forced to wear leg braces 
due to severe physical limitations. After overcoming 
his childhood ailments, he was drafted by the 
Packers in 1990 and quickly established himself as 
a leader on and off the field. Perhaps best known as 
the inventor of the “Lambeau Leap”, a celebratory 
moment which occurred spontaneously following a 
fumble recovery for a touchdown on December 26, 
1993 against the Raiders. The “Lambeau Leap” 
has been a beloved Packer touchdown tradition 
ever since. He is the author of a number of books, 
and frequently gives inspirational speeches and 
talks across the country, and is a member of the 
Packers Hall of Fame.

Mike Holmgren

Gilbert Brown

Le Roy Butler
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Who’s Who (continued)

Dan Devine: Packers Head Coach and General 
Manager 1971-1974. Born in Augusta, Wisconsin in 
1924, Devine had been a highly successful college 
football player and head coach prior to being hired 
by the Packers. He led the Packers to a 4-8-2 record 
in 1971, but led the team to the playoffs in 1972 
for the first time since their win in Super Bowl II. 
They were eliminated in the first round of the 1972 
playoffs, and Devine’s last two seasons in Green Bay 
ended in disappointment. The Packers would not 
reach the playoffs again until 1982. (As a historical 
footnote, Devine is featured as a character in the 
movie “Rudy” by actor Chelcie Ross, as the head 
coach of the Notre Dame football team.)

Antonio Freeman: Packers Wide 
Receiver 1995-2001. Led the 
Packers in receiving every year 
from 1996-1999, and the NFL in 
receiving in 1998. Caught an 81 
yard touchdown pass in Super 
Bowl XXXI, which set an NFL 
record at the time. A member of 
the Packers Hall of Fame.

Brett Favre: Packers Quarterback 1992-2007. 
Originally drafted by the Atlanta Falcons, Favre 
was traded to the Packers after the 1991 season. 
Following Don Majkowski’s season-ending (and 
some might argue CAREER-ending) injury, Favre 
stepped into the starting Quarterback position in 
the fourth game of the 1992 season and never 
missed a single start until his departure from the 
Packers in 2007. As a Packer, he won the NFL MVP 
award 3 times (1995-1997), and led the Packers to 

their first Super Bowl victory in a 
generation during the 1996-97 
season. He still holds a number 
of all-time NFL passing records, 
is a member of the Green Bay 
Packers Hall of Fame, the NFL 
Hall of Fame, and is one of 
a select number of Packers 
legends to have their jersey 
number (4) retired.

Forrest Gregg: Packers Offensive Lineman 1956-
1970; Packers Head Coach 1984-1987. Deemed 
by Vince Lombardi to be “the finest player [he] 
ever coached”, Gregg was a key component of 
the Packers Championship teams of the 1960s. 
Gregg was hired to coach the Packers following 
the 1983 season. His tenure with the Packers was 
unsuccessful, having not reached the playoffs in 
any of his three seasons as head coach.

Craig Hentrich: Packers Punter 1993-1997. Played 
in every game for the Packers during his time in 
Green Bay. Finished his 17-year NFL career just shy 
of 50,000 punting yards.

William Henderson: Packers Fullback 1995-2006. 
An extremely durable and reliable player, he ranks 
fifth in team history with 188 games played.

Mike Holmgren: Packers head coach 1992-1998. 
Holmgren’s hiring following the 1991 season 
heralded in a new era of football greatness in 
Green Bay. He coached the Packers to playoff 
appearances in five consecutive seasons, and took 
the team to the Super Bowl in back to back seasons 
for the first time since Vince Lombardi. He has a 
street named after him in Green Bay.

Desmond Howard: Packers 
Received/Kick Returner 1996, 
1999. Howard signed with the 
Packers in 1996 as a free agent 
and unexpectedly established 
himself as a quality kick 
returner. He led the NFL in punt 
returns, punt return yards (875, 
an all-time NFL record) and punt 
return touchdowns. His 99 yard kickoff return for 
a touchdown in Super Bowl XXXI is considered the 
turning point of that game, and he was named the 
Super Bowl MVP, to this day the only special teams 
player ever to win that honor.

Brett Favre
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Lindy Infante: Packers Head Coach 1988-1991. 
Following several losing seasons, the Packers hired 
Infante prior to the 1988 season. Originally an 
offensive coordinator for the Cleveland Browns, he 
led the Packers to a 4-12 record in his first season 
as head coach, but improved to 10-6 in his second 
season, earning him NFL Coach of the Year honors. 
His final two seasons, the team finished 6-10 and 
4-12 respectively, and he was fired after the 1991 
season.

Chris Jacke: Packers Kicker 1989-
1996. A key member of the 1996 
Super Bowl winning Packers, Jacke 
is the fourth all-time leading scorer in Green Bay 
history and is a member of the Packers Hall of 
Fame.

Curly Lambeau: Team Founder, Packers Player/
Head Coach 1919-1949. Born in Green Bay in 
1898, Lambeau’s dream was to play professional 
football at a time when such a dream was anything 
but a viable career option. After an illness derailed 
his collegiate career at Notre Dame, Lambeau 
returned to Green Bay and founded the team 
that would ultimately become the Packers in 
1919. He served as a player and head coach 
until 1929 when he devoted himself full time to 
coaching, eventually leading the Packers to six NFL 
Championships. Though his tenure with the team 
and city of Green Bay was often times fraught and 
contentious, he received the ultimate honor when 
“New City Field” was re-named “Lambeau Field” in 
his honor following his death in 1965 in Sturgeon 
Bay, Wisconsin.

Dorsey Levens: Packers Running 
Back 1994-2001. Led the Packers 
in rushing yards in Super Bowl XXXI. 
A member of the Packers Hall of 
Fame.

Vince Lombardi: Packers Head Coach and General 
Manager 1959-1967. One of the undisputed legends 
of the NFL, and perhaps the greatest coach in 

football history. Born in Brooklyn New York in 1913, 
he began his NFL coaching career as an offensive 
coordinator with the New York Giants before being 
hired by the Packers after the 1958 season. His 
first season ended with a winning record, and 
earned him NFL Coach of the Year honors. He went 
on to lead the Packers to five NFL Championships, 
including victories in the first two Super Bowls, and 
the title trophy given to the Super Bowl winner is 
named “The Lombardi Trophy” after him. As general 
manager of football operations, he is credited with 
approving and popularizing the iconic “G” Packers 
logo. He is a member of the Packer Hall of Fame, 
the NFL Hall of Fame, and Lambeau Field is located 
on a street named in his honor.

Don Majkowski: Packers Quarterback 
1987-1992. Known for his luxurious 
blonde hair and nicknamed “The Majic 
Man,” Majkowski had his best season with the 
Packers in 1989 when he led the NFL in passing 
yards. Numerous injuries derailed his promising 
career, which ended in Green Bay with the 
emergence of Brett Favre in 1992.

Chester Marcol: Packers Kicker 1972-1980. Born in 
Poland in 1949, Marcol was drafted by the Packers 
in 1972, and led the league in scoring in his first 
year, earning him NFC Rookie of the Year honors. 
He is perhaps best known for a game-winning 
touchdown against the Bears on opening day of the 
1980 season, when in overtime he caught his own 
blocked field goal attempt and ran the ball into the 
end zone for a game winning touchdown. He is a 
member of the Packers Hall of Fame.

Ray Nitschke: Packers Linebacker 1958-1972. One 
of the most beloved Packers of all time, Nitschke 
played his entire 15 year career in Green Bay. Known 
for his smart, aggressive 
play on the field and his 
gentlemanly persona 
off the field, Nitschke 
continued supporting 
the Packers and the 

Who’s Who (continued)

#25

#13

#7
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city of Green Bay until his death in 1998. He is a 
member of the NFL Hall of Fame, and the Green 
Bay Packers Hall of Fame, and his number (66) was 
retired by the Packers.

Bart Starr: Packers Quarterback 1956-1971, 
Packers Head Coach 1975-1983. Widely considered 
one of the greatest quarterbacks of all time, as well 
as a true gentleman off the field. Soft spoken and 
extremely athletic, Starr led the Packers to five world 
championships as a player, and is one of the most 
beloved figures in Packer history. His tenure as a 
coach, however, was far less successful, leading 

the team to the playoffs 
only once in 1982, losing 
in the second round. He is 
a member of the NFL Hall 
of Fame, the Packers Hall 
of Fame, and his number 
(15) has been retired by 
the team.

Adam Timmerman: Packers Guard 1995-1998. A 
member of the Super Bowl XXXI Packers, went on 
to win a Super Bowl with the St. Louis Rams three 
seasons later.

Reggie White: Packers Defensive End 1993-1998. 
Originally drafted by the Philadelphia Eagles, White 
was already a well-established defender when 
he signed what was, at the time, the largest free-
agent contract in the history of the NFL. (A deeply 
religious man, and in fact an ordained minister 
in the Baptist tradition, an apocryphal story goes 
that, while deliberating which team he would sign 
with following the 1992 season, Packers head 
coach Mike Holmgren left a voicemail on White’s 
phone saying: “Reggie, this is God. I want you to 
sign with the Green Bay Packers.”) He was named 
the NFL’s Defensive Player of the Year twice, was 
a 13-time All-Pro, led the NFL in 
sacks twice, he is a member of 
the Packers Hall of Fame and 
the Eagles Hall of Fame, and 
had his number (92) retired by 
both organizations. He died in 
2004 at the age of 43 in North 
Carolina.

Frank Winters: Packer Center 1992-2002. Born in 
New Jersey and known affectionately as “Frankie 
Baggadonuts”, Winters was a close friend of Brett 
Favre’s, who gave the introductory speech at 
Winter’s induction ceremony to the Packers Hall of 
Fame in 2008.

Who’s Who (continued)

Football: Just the Basics
American football is a team sport played by two teams of eleven players on a rectangular field 100 
yards long with goalposts at each end. The offense, which is the team with possession of the oval-
shaped football, attempts to advance down the field by running with or passing the ball, while the 

defense, which is the team without possession of the ball, aims to stop the offense's advance and to 
take control of the ball for themselves. The offense must advance at least ten yards in four downs, 
or plays; if they fail, they turn over the football to the defense, but if they succeed, they are given a 

new set of four downs to continue the drive. Points are primarily scored by advancing the ball into the 
opposing team's end zone for a touchdown or kicking the ball through the opponent's goalposts for a 

field goal. The team with the most points at the end of a game wins.
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SUGGESTED READING
Cold Wars: 40+ Years of Packer-Viking Rivalry
by Todd Mishear

Curly Lambeau: The Man Behind the Mystique
by David Zimmerman

For Packer Fans Only
by Rich Wolfe

Green Bay Packers: Trials, Triumphs and Tradition
by William Poveltich

Green Bay Replay: The Packers Return to Glory
by Dick Schaap

Jerry Kramer’s Farewell to Football
by Jerry Kramer

The LeRoy Butler Story: From Wheelchair to the Lambeau Leap
by LeRoy Butler and James J. Keller

Lombardi and Me
by Paul Hornung with Billy Reed

Mean on Sunday: The Autobiography of Ray Nitschke
as told to Robert W. Wells.

Mud baths and Bloodbaths: The Inside Story of the Bears-Packers Rivalry
by Gary D’Amato and Cliff Christl

My Life With The Green and Gold: Tales from 20 Years of Sportscasting
by Jessie Garcia

Packers Pride
by LeRoy Butler and Rob Reischel

Return To Glory: The Inside Story of the Green Bay Packers’ Return to Prominence
by Kevin Issacson with Tom Kessenich

That First Season: How Vince Lombardi Took the Worst Team in the NFL and Set it on the Path to Glory
by John Eisenberg

When Pride Still Mattered: A Life of Vince Lombardi
by David Maraniss
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